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A compilation of the teachings of Quetzalcoatl, avatar of the Toltecs, reconstructed from original
source texts and the legends told at his birthplace in Amatlan, Morelos, Mexico.• The first
complete historical account of the life and teachings of Quetzalcoatl, the most important figure in
Mesoamerican spirituality.• Includes 86 chronological teaching stories accompanied by 27
codex illustrations.Quetzalcoatl Ce Acatl (born in A.D. 947)--whose stature has been compared
to that of Christ, Buddha, and Krishna--was the key figure in the development of the spiritual
culture of the Toltecs. In The Gospel of the Toltecs the author has gathered Nahua and Maya
codexes, Spanish chronicles of conquest, and native oral tradition to recount the life of
Quetzalcoatl: his temptation and fall; his initiation with sacred mushrooms; his long journey in
search of spiritual enlightenment; his triumphant return to the Toltec land; and his subsequent
teaching, self-immolation, ascension, and promise of return.Quetzalcoatl's teachings make up
the Toltecayotl, or Toltequity--the art of intentional doing--which provides an initiatic guide for the
transformation of individuals and society, while his personal history is a guide for the
development of Nahualli, the magical side of human awareness. For all those who wish to
deepen their knowledge of the roots of Toltec spirituality or who wish to grow from the teachings
of one of the world's great spiritual leaders, The Gospel of the Toltecs offers a unique and
authentic access to the life and ministry of one of the most important figures in the ancient world.

From Publishers WeeklyIn The Gospel of the Toltecs: The Life and Teachings of Quetzalcoatl,
Frank Diaz translates key documents related to Quetzalcoatl, the Toltec avatar who is believed
to have been born in the 10th century A.D. Diaz offers 86 stories about the spiritual leader, but
these are presented with almost no contextualization. Victor Sanchez provides a brief foreword,
which is the book's only concession to aiding the reader: it offers no introduction, explanation of
its organization or biographical digest to explain why these teachings are important. As such, it
will be of limited usefulness to the beginner, despite its fascinating topic.Copyright 2002
Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From Library
JournalQuetzalcoatl (b. 947 C.E.), also known as the Feathered Serpent, is an important
historical and mythical figure in the study of Mesoamerican culture as well as the inspiration for
various literary works, notably D.H. Lawrence's The Plumed Serpent. More recently, he has
acquired a large following among New Age spiritual seekers. This volume is presented as a
translation of the life and teachings of Quetzalcoatl. But Diaz (Quetzalcoatl's Avatars), described
by the publisher as "an anthropological investigator," provides no introduction or other
background information describing the organization of the work, his purpose in writing it, or his
own research methods. The text is presented completely without context, and the bibliographic
references are incomplete. For readers interested in this subject, many other works can be



recommended, including H.B. Nicholson's Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl and Enrique Florescano's The
Myth of Quetzalcoatl. This work is not recommended.Faye Powell, Portland State Univ. Lib.,
ORCopyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review"With more than 85 illustrations from an original codex, The Gospel of the Toltecs
truly meets its objective of teaching the secrets of the Toltecs, since in the indigenous cultures it
was common to teach through the pictography. We all know that a simple picture can say more
than 1000 words." — Hunbatz Men, author of Secrets of Mayan Science/Religion"Frank Diaz
writes with great clarity and detail about the heroic drama of Quetzalcoatl in a way that shows
him to be both grandly universal and an exemplar for all human beings If people wonder what
was this wisdom of the Toltecs, then they should start by reading this brilliantly informed and
inspiring text." — Dr. José Argüelles, author of Time and the Technosphere, The Mayan Factor,
and Earth Ascen"This work is a milestone. Wisdom from surviving codices of an ancient mystical
tradition becomes available, understandable, and cogent to a spiritually seeking public." —
Merilyn Tunneshende, author of Don Juan and the Art of Sexual Energy and Don Juan and the
Power of M"With The Gospel of the Toltecs, Frank Díaz has provided cornerstone research that
will guide the footsteps of those who seek to unravel one of the most compelling philosophies
known today." — Ken Eagle Feather, author of A Toltec Path"This is a very different book that
should be read by any serious shamanic student." — Michael Peter Langevin, Magical Blend,
Fall 2002About the Author"With more than 85 illustrations from an original codex, The Gospel of
the Toltecs truly meets its objective of teaching the secrets of the Toltecs, since in the
indigenous cultures it was common to teach through the pictography. We all know that a simple
picture can say more than 1000 words." (Hunbatz Men, author of Secrets of Mayan Science/
Religion)"Frank Diaz writes with great clarity and detail about the heroic drama of Quetzalcoatl in
a way that shows him to be both grandly universal and an exemplar for all human beings If
people wonder what was this wisdom of the Toltecs, then they should start by reading this
brilliantly informed and inspiring text." (Dr. José Argüelles, author of Time and the Technosphere,
The Mayan Factor, and Earth Ascen)"This work is a milestone. Wisdom from surviving codices
of an ancient mystical tradition becomes available, understandable, and cogent to a spiritually
seeking public." (Merilyn Tunneshende, author of Don Juan and the Art of Sexual Energy and
Don Juan and the Power of M)"With The Gospel of the Toltecs, Frank Díaz has provided
cornerstone research that will guide the footsteps of those who seek to unravel one of the most
compelling philosophies known today." (Ken Eagle Feather, author of A Toltec Path)"This is a
very different book that should be read by any serious shamanic student." (Michael Peter
Langevin, Magical Blend, Fall 2002)Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.From The Gospel of the Toltecs, Part 4, Chapters 9, 10, and 12 Chapter 9 The
Bonfire1. The moment had come. All the earth was delivered to the service of the house of god!
Paper flags with butterflies of fire were raised everywhere. The men were standing, facing the
four directions. Never before had such a sacrifice as this been prepared.2. The face of the
penitent was shining with the mark of God. But his friends were somber because, while readying



the firewood temple, it became clear to them who was destined for the offering.3. Observing
their dejection, Ce Acatl gathered them around and told them: "Do not cry, my friends. I am a
created being. I, the priest, should also stain myself with the dark red of blood."4. Timal the
warrior, driven by love, embraced Ce Acatl's knees and said to him: "Oh elder brother, prince of
presages, sorcerer, you are leaving forever! That is why I cry. Now, send me with you to that
mysterious place where you rule!"5. But Ce Acatl made him rise and told him: "I came to rule
mountains. Was it not written in your books long ago that I was to become a painter of souls,
giver of life? Wake up, man, the sky is reddening, the sun is rising. The birds of fire are already
singing; everywhere the sun's butterflies are stirring!"6. He then gave the signal to his assistant.
Quickly they dressed him with his royal insignias and dressed him with the green mask and the
marvelous cloth embroidered with serpents. So arrayed, he walked toward the pyramid of
timber.7. As he ascended, he sang for himself: "In the temple of fire a man will be offered. Ah! A
man must be offered. You go with sad lament to the land where somehow someone exists. You
were celebrated, you pronounced divine words, but you are going to die. The one who is all
compassion in truth demands this strange thing!"8. On arriving at the sanctuary, he
contemplated for the last time those who accompanied him. A deep silence reigned in the camp.
It was the eighth house of the night, the house of masks. The sun was rising.9. In his silence Ce
Acatl heard his mother's voice urging him: "The night of ecstasy has come. Why do you reject it?
The dawn of your triumph is rising. Sacrifice yourself now! Put on your dress of gold!"10. He,
acting alone, then set himself on fire. He raised his hands, lighting the whole temple at once, and
he burned himself.Sources for this chapter: Anales de Cuautitlán and Romances de los señores
de la Nueva Espana.Chapter 10 The Ascended Heart1. When he burned, his ashes were lifted
up on the spot. And all the beautiful birds that fly in the sky, those that were sent for his final hour,
came to see them: golden birds, black birds, long-feathered birds with necks that stretched,
birds that chanted beautifully and that flew serenely, and butterflies too. They all came.2. Then
there could be heard a great storm with rumbling thunder that spread over all the earth. A
shadow hid the face of the sun, a rain of flowers whirled and fell. And the one for whom we all
live came to hover over the land.3. At that moment Ce Acatl's heart rose from the ashes,
luminescent like a precious jade, and entered into heaven, escorted in the wind by the birds and
butterflies.4. The elders say that he became the morning star. They also say that this star only
appeared after the death of the king, who, for this reason, is called
Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli.1Sources for this chapter: Anales de Cuautitlan and Romances de los
senores de la Nueva Espana.Chapter 12 The Ashes1. When the pages saw how sadly the
people were contemplating the remains of the bonfire, they felt sympathy for them. So they
gathered everyone around a stone, and when they were assembled, Macuilxochitl climbed to
the top of it and spoke:2. "Believe this, brothers, and do not torment yourselves: High in the
temple, over his own shield, the one who descended transformed himself. He offered his heart in
place of the honest word. It was him, the foreigner with the beaded necklace, truly it was him, the
one we were waiting for, the feathered serpent!3. "See: His breast opened like a flower and his



heart ascended. He offered himself in a foreign country, in a strange land. With his royal staff and
the sacred book he offered himself for us and for strangers, oh brothers!4. "Our lord has
departed. His body was broken. But his heart already flies toward the seven caverns, to the
place of origin, there were the acacia is standing, where the eagle calls and the tiger roars, the
place of his divine grandparents, the place that inspires veneration.5. "Do not cry! He reached
life. In the temple of fire he made war and won. He was born out of himself and became a son of
gods. Thus we shall remember him forever.6. "Firebird, wind of the sun, he flies in the middle of
the great plains, toward the mystery. His heart has reached the heart of the heavens. Let his light
be resplendent! Let happiness dwell in every good man!"7. Then they gathered Ce Acatl's ashes
and put them in bags of tiger skin so that they could be distributed all over the earth. The lords
received these relics with great respect, and from that time they have revered them to honor his
memory.Sources for this chapter: Historia de las indias; Romances de los señores de la Nueva
Espana; and Relaciones historicas. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
AuthorFrank Diaz is an anthropological investigator focusing on shamanic studies, Nahuatl
language, and Mesoamerican traditions. His other books include Quetzalcoatl's Avatars and
Toltec Wisdom: The Original Teachings of Quetzalcoatl. Born in Cuba, he currently lives in
Mexico and teaches classes on Toltec traditions at Cuernavaca University. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Frank, “Illuminating!. A most wonderful book-you will be amazed at the similarities with which
this Mesoamerican Native Indan tradition is to Jesus's teachings! I had no idea...all well
documented,this is real material,not some quacks ideas and fantasies!”

Jim Morris, “From Original Sources. The author has gone back to original sources to produce
this fascinating book of insight into the origins of Quetzalcoatl and Toltec wisdom. If you're
interested in those sources this is a good place to start.”

Paul Griffin, “Nice, clean text. Nice, clean text, easy to read. Useful. I expected and missed an
introduction by the author o give it a personal background and a context. More text like this for
Toltec students please.”

Linda R Williams, “Five Stars. Love this book”

redwood, “Valuable information. Those of you who are looking pure information without too much
commentaries and cheap talk, this is good book.I was looking for the information about this
legend in as original way as possible. With every retelling we lose something and every writer
will add something from the self so original information will be less and less.There are
commentaries also in this book- some very valuable and helpful in understanding the topic,
some little distracting as they represent somebodies point of view, just the way they accept it.So
if you are interested about Quetzalcoatl I would recommend this book at first and then the
others. By the way there are graphic illustrations from codices by every fiew page. Yes, good
book.”

Jose, “No gods, just evolution. I love history and this is a good book about toltecayotl way of
living”

The book by Frank Díaz has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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